Shaping Your Life
Personal Consultation with Michael Rice
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My name is Michael, Irish born and living in the
Czech Republic.
I am a Sacred Architect by
training and inclination, and am passionate about
how beauty and harmony is created and
maintained on all levels of manifestation.
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Over the last number of years I have been developing and presenting Talks,
Workshop Events and Experiential Seminars which invite and support people
to explore and express their Fullest Potential in all aspects of their lives.
Recently I have opened to give Personal Consultations to Individuals,
Couples and Small Groups which are intended and structured to specifically
help them move forward in whatever area of their lives that feels stagnant,
blocked or diminished. The Nature of the Issue is not so immediately
relevant, but rather the Energetic Reality that underpins, generates and
defines its Shape and Movement.
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Everybody has at least one Dream, and this Dream has a Shape. It could be
about realising and fulfilling your Deepest Purpose or Soul Mission, building
a Sacred Space that you wish to call Home, developing some personal
project, opening your mind, changing your physicality, becoming a better
parent, enhancing the depth and quality of your relationships, or perhaps
something a little less specific, such as simply wishing to be Happier.
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Over the last thirty years of working intimately with people who wish to Build
their Dreams, I have developed the capacity to connect with their Inner
Truth and open to perceive their best possible Future Selves. Through this
process of Co-Creative Shamanic Resonance, I seek to facilitate personal and
collective awareness and awakening as to why it is you are here and with
whom, and how best to navigate forward to ensure success. During this
open exchange, information tends to present in various forms; including but
not limited to Symbolic, Archetypal and Psychological patterns and
movements. My role is to allow this information to flow and coalesce into a
coherent Shape that can be engaged with and communicated to each
person effectively.
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Each Consultation is a unique Fractal Reflection of the Individuals involved,
and the Holistic Energetic Matrix that they present in that moment.
Movement forward is neither formulaic or repetitive, but rather seeks to
make us aware of an Optimal Pathway to natural and beautiful emergence
of Self. Put simply, the Consultation will encourage and enable people to
perceive and align with their Truth, and consciously learn how to utilise this
information to self guide themselves towards their Dreams.
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A consultation lasts for 1.5 hours, (90 minutes), which gives time and space
for the energy to flow and express. It costs 144 Euro for one Person.
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It is important to state that a Consultation is about supporting and providing
information and guidance that may help people move constructively forward.
No claims are being made as to any innate personal healing process or
procedure. However, many people have shared that these Consultations
marked a Key Moment in their lives that triggered and motivated them to a
healthier and more joyful experience of Life itself.
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It is recommended that people bring some sort of recording device, such as
a smartphone or dictaphone, to ensure full recall and reference afterwards.
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If you wish to book a consultation, or find out when and where they are
available, please contact Michael via email sacredarchitecture618@gmail.com
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I am in Service to your Evolution, because a Better You means a Better
World for All.
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Love,

!

Michael

